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One of my primary aims in placing unfamiliar objects in differing
configurations within a room has its uniqueness in conversation.
Various fields dialogue silently. Situations previously non-existent
lie in a tumult of artifacts.
All figures converge in space. This history is not periodic, and 
it takes place in differing times.
I am highly attracted to this particular way of referencing and
symbolizing found photographs and postcards in their exile 
and isolation.

“The Countryside of Shadows” is a social transaction of 
recorded poetry—a metaphorical infrastructure based on 
the “assumption.” It is an archaeological search to find the 
grammar of family.

Cosmopolitan Girls

Jules begins smiling in the realm of understanding. His critical

eye toward the performance considers extensive analyses of

Stephanie Wilson—unpredictable—female?

Half buried in sand

A horrible sight

I pray the “image” will rise from under the surface for 

investigation

The Investigation

The question of the meaning of identity must be formulated—

it is a viewpoint of confusion.

Is the imaginary character of Stephanie Wilson my personality,

my body?

The field is divided into four parts of entertainment.

The rewards for stability are now visible. Her presence is on 

display—behind all this.

Close up

emotional—authentic

The surface gives something physical presence—catches 

your eye and makes you want to form it into a traditional story,

but instead of those forms of indoctrination and repression 

I am replacing the story with an unfamiliar interior design and 

decoration.

Field of Destruction

At least take a picture of it.

The abstract paintings pinned with typical interview questions.

The storm became so intense that I failed to find an answer.

Radius

I headed home down a street filled with dirty dust.

The following day—I learned in the papers about 

Stephanie Wilson.

There was an awkward silence in town.

Whatever happens, the scenery insists on bitterness and 

betrayal.

In a second—the story made its way around the room.

The Misunderstanding

I had no clear idea about the scenery but had to face the 

spare space with the associates of my mind.

I employed Turgenev’s method, which consists of imagining 

the life of each of the protagonists and secondary characters

chronologically.

It is an organic process, composing at the beginning, middle

and end.

Regarding the audience, I emphasize realism.

“Glasgow” response, with no use for the intentions of abstract

expressionism.

Open your eyes Stephanie Wilson

Wilhelm Singer /Glasgow /23/05/16

Original objects: courtesy Sven Werner

Room 1/Video “Cosmopolitan Girls” 
Music: “The Demonstration/Warszawa” by Ars Sonor, remixed by Wilhelm Singer 
Footage 1: “Bacteria: Friend and Foe” by Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc./Prelinger Archives
Footage 2: “Girls In Orchard With Bikes” by U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, Department of 
Agriculture, Educational Film Service/Prelinger Archives
Room 2/Video “No Title”
Music: “Alcyone/In Search of Home” by Ars Sonor, remixed by Wilhelm Singer 
Footage: YouTube “Berlin around 1900”, revised by Wilhelm Singer
Room 3/Freeze Frame
Music: “Antique Phonograph Music Program” by Antique Phonograph Music Program/
Clarice Vance “Maria”, remixed by Wilhelm Singer
Room 4/Background Music
“Creepy Girl Whispers Sound Music FX”, Wilhelm Singer
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